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Student opinion not overlooked in campaign
UAH poll finds
Reagan ahead
by Utica Garrison
features/entertainment editor
Americans are more
satisfied today than they were
four years ago, if a recent
straw poll taken by local
university students is any
indication.
Students in a UAH
journalism class conducted a
man-on-the-street interview of
local residents today. They
found that 63 percent of their
randomly-polled subjects said
that they were happy with the
Reagan administration.
Many of those polled cited
improvement in the economy
as the reason for their
satisfaction. One of them was
Billye J. Asherbranner, a
UAH marketing instructor.
"The economy is generally
turned around," she said. "The
outlook is better than in the
past."
People viewed Reagan's
personality positively,
according to the poll. Beth
Spin, a UAH procurement
management senior, said that
Reagan seemed to be a "more
forceful president."
Molly Gremmels, a manage
ment senior, reflected the
thoughts of many of those
polled concerning the state of
the country.
"I think he's running it well,
and compared to Mondale,
he's the best," she said. "Why
change it?"
Women seemed more
dissatisfied with the Reagan
administration than men,
according to the poll.
Rosemarie Authier, an
English senior, said that "he's
not concerned about women."
She also commented that he
was "running under the guise
of religion."
Concerning Reagan's stand
on religion, Tim Jeffreys, a
University of North Alabama
student from Moulton who
was visiting UAH at the time
the poll was taken, said that
the president was "trying to
mix politics and religion."
Jeffreys also complained of
Reagan's stand on nuclear
weapons, saying, "He's not
doing enough about nuclear
warfare, nothing to bring us
closer diplomatically to the
Russians."

CAMPUS RASPBERRIES
Heckling campus speakers
has been a growing problem in recent years.

1980 —
• Twenty-seven pro-Khomeini Iranian students
are arrested at the University of Texas for disrup
ting a speech by Fereydoun Hoveyda, the Shah's
former United Nations ambassador.
1981 —
• Former Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver is
repeatedly heckled and interrupted during a
speech at Berkeley. One student throws a punch
at the activist-turned-Moonie.
1982 —
• Yale students boo Cleaver off stage.
1983 —
• In M a r c h , s t u d e n t h e c k l e r s a t t h e U n i v e r s i t y o f
Wisconsin force Cleaver to stop his speech there.
• U.S. United Nations Ambassador Jeane
Kirkpatrick is interrupted by hecklers at the
University of Minnesota, and prevented from
speaking at all by over 800 Berkeley hecklers pro
testing U.S. intervention in Central America.
• Five Kansas State students are arrested for
heckling Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Sheik Ahmed
Zaki Yamani, who was prevented from completing
his speech there.
• In April, five education associations — the
American Council on Education, the National
Coalition of Independent College and University
Students, the U.S. Student Association, the Na
tional Organization of Black University and Col
lege Students and the American Association of
University Professors — condemn the "heckler's
veto" of such speakers as Yamani, Cleaver, and
Kirkpatrick.
1984 —
• In March, former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger cancels a speech at the University of
South Florida because of heavily organized op
position to his policies towards Central America.
• The following month, 53 people are arrested
for heckling Kissinger during a speech at the
University of Texas.
• Kissinger later cancels a Tufts University ap
pearance for fear of disruptions.
• President Reagan encounters mild protests
during a speech at D'Anza Community College in
California.
• Candidate Walter Mondale is heckled during
speeches at Southern Cal, Texas, and Illinois.
Co«ege Press Service -

Heckling blamed on Republicans
(CPS)—Walter Mondale's
Schauer has a tape
supporters, seemingly as recording of a seminar session
heartened as they are upset by at which an unidentified
t h e i r c a n d i d a t e ' s r e c e n t female seminar leader—who
reception on college campuses, Mondale student coordinator
are charging Republicans G a r y B r i c k m a n s a y s i s
organized student disruptions R e a g a n - B u s h C a m p a i g n
of recent Mondale speeches at Youth Director Liz Pickens—
Southern Cal., the University
urges the students to "just say
of Texas at Arlington and the
I'm a concerned citizen,' Don't
University of Illinois.
say 'I'm with Students for
"The evidence is strong to Reagan.' "
suggest (the heckling and
The Republicans deny they
disruption of Mondale are involved with the
appearances on campuses) it heckling, which has included
is an organized political s h o u t e d i n t e r r u p t i o n s o f
effort," says Bill Morton, Mondale speeches.
president of the National
Leadership Institute head
C o l l e g e D e m o c r a t s i n Morton Blackwell denies his
Washington D.C.
seminars taught such tactics,
A majority of signs (on calling them "stupid and
different campuses) are very embarrassing."
"The people from our office
similar," he says. "Some of the
same words are misspelled."
were not involved," adds Jack
A private Republican group, Abramoff, head of the College
t h e L e a d e r s h i p I n s t i t u t e , Republicans. "We sent out a
headed by a former aide to memo that said if you go to
Ronald Reagan, held a Mondale events, don't get
campaign seminar for young involved."
"That's what he says,"
people in Washington in
August, and trained students replies Brickman of Mondale's
to disrupt Mondale campaign campaign. "Abramoffs not
appearances, contends David going to say, 'Ya, we were
Schauer, 24, who attended the behind it and we encourage
it.' "
seminar.
The actual number of
Schauer, who now works for
incidents
has been small. The
a Democratic congressional
worst
episode
was at Southern
candidate in Iowa, says
Cal
in
mid-September,
where
students were instructed how
about 100 protestors bran
to position themselves within
crowds to draw attention dished signs like "Moscovites
away from Mondale, how to for Mondale" and yelled so
write placards to tie Mondale persistently that the candi
to the Jimmy Carter admini date had to depart from his
stration, and how to disavow prepared speech.
USC still is probing the
any connection to the Reagan
incident, and may take action
campaign in the process.
against some of the students
who were involved, says John
Hanson, executive director of
Campus Life.
are suggested.
The polls indicated the
The Roadshow concludes
disruption evoked some voter
with an informal discussion
sympathy for Mondale, and
between the audience, cast,
Mondale quickly went on to
and some of the local experts
speak at George Washington
on the arms race.
last week.
Garnering excellent reviews
for its work with the Boston
Symphony, the Cleveland
no film, no excuse
p. 2
Symphony and the New York
crossword
p. 3
Shakespearian Festival, the
talent
audition
p. 3
Roadshow has appeared in
music reviews
p. 4
many community centers and
football contest
p. 4
theaters since it first hit the
pep band
p. 5
road in March of 1983.
Melujn Durf
p. 5
Tickets are $4 for the general
soccer
...p. 6
public and $2 for students, and
A TO party
p. 7
are available at the University
classifieds
p. 7
Center. Tickets will be sold at
the door at showtime.

Political satire coming to campus
by Utica Garrison
features/entertainment editor
If you are concerned with
the issue of nuclear arms but
tired of the same stodgy
treatment from newspaper,
television and magazines, the

Underground Railway
Theatre's "Anything Can
Happen Roadshow" is for you.
The Roadshow is scheduled
for one performance only at
7:30 p.m., Oct. 22 in the
Exhibit Hall of the new
University Center.
A comic satire on the
nuclear arms race, the
Roadshow traces the adventures
of Anybody, a character in the
tradition of the medieval

Everyman.
Anybody sets out to
understand the nuclear arms
race, but is pulled in different
directions by conflicting
points of view. Just as the
Roadshow's title indicates,
anything can happen, and
Anybody finds himself
listening to the opinions of a
dinosaur, a cockroach, and an
ostrich, as well as some
interesting-sounding person
alities like Psychic Numbing,
Bruno the Bear, and General
Chaos.
When the ramifications of
nuclear war finally hit
Anybody, some positive
alternatives to an arms race

- INSIDE -
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Will lack of film
prompt policy flip-flop
by Cliff Beach
managing editor
Last week, I went over to
Spragins Hall to see if I could
get my student I.D. card yet,
and found out that whatever
supplies they ran out of at the
start of the term are still
missing. That's amazing to
me.
One would think that Larry
Colhurn, Spragins Hall
manager, would have realized
that with nearly 6000 students
returning to school this fall, he
would need a complete supply
of the various materials
necessary to make our I.D.s.
It's not that I mind not
having my Polaroid made. As
anyone who has read the
Exponent much at all for the
past few months knows, the
Exponent gets upset when
student funds are misallocated.
in this case, a portion of our
student activity fees were

A similar problem is being
faced off campus by people
who use the cards for one of
their original purposesidentification.
When the photo I.I),
proposal was first presented,
one of the main justifications
used to have them adopted
was the necessity of a form of
positive identification for
students who do not usually
have several other types.
I guess the idea was to make
check cashing easier, but it
has developed into something
more, as merchants who give
student discounts and who are
not familiar with the day-today happenings on campus
have to readjust to an
unfamiliar form of student
identification.
In all cases, the problems
eventually come together in
the base problem of consistency.
If this university is to

"Boardgames are available free to any
student with a valid I.D."
— excerpt from a story on the bottom of page 3

spent to provide each student continue to use photo I.D.s
with a photo I.D., and we don't which are re-validated every
have one yet—over halfway term, it should make that
committment and stick to it.
through the term.
But beyond our usual And that means ordering
concern about money, not supplies in time to be used.
If not, that's fine. The vast
having a valid photo I.D. for so
long brings up several majority of students on this
unique commuter campus
questions.
Since hardly ajiyone has an have drivers' licenses and at
I.D., every campus organi least a Penney's credit card for
zation that has formerly identification. And the paper
required a photo I.D. has been I.D.s serve well for on-campus
forced to accept the paper purposes even if they don't
activity cards which once look pretty, and other schools
served before the introduction have nicer ones.
Whatever the decision, it
of the current system.
That's worked for the most needs to be a permanent one
part except for those people which will not be changed
who never bothered to take simply by forgetting to order
advantage of activities which in time.
For the time being, I would
the card allows, and therefore
never saved their cards. Now recommend revalidating our
that they are being used as card from last year. It is true
I . D . s a g a i n , t h e y a r e that that would not help the
important to everybody, and freshmen, but it would make
things more consistent for
folks are scrambling to find
everyone else until the longthem.
awaited supplies arrive.

I'D NEVER TRUST THIS
KENNEDT FELLOW IN
OFFICE...

The Exponent is the student newspaper of the
Unircrsity of Alabama in Huntscille. Editorial
opinions reflect those of the editor and or staff and do
not necessarily relect those of the University or any
associated organizations. Letters express theopinion of

f I'D NEVER TRUST THIS ^
FERRARO WOMAN IN
OFFICE...

HE'D BE TAKING
ORDERS FROM HIS
CHURCH!

SHE REFUSES TO
TAKE ORDERS FROM
HER CHURCH!

Cortege Press Service

What, A hole in the paper ?
by Andrew Tygielski
exponent staff
Why is all this blank space
sitting here on the corner of
page 2?
I know that is what
hundreds of thousands of you
readers are asking yourselves
right now. Well the answer is
kind of simple. The Exponent
is understaffed.
As this issue goes to press,
The Exponent operates with
the largest staff it has had all
year. But even with nine
writers, two section editors
and a layout assistant —
a number of positions which
were previously vacant — The
Exponent still does not have
sufficient personel to run
properly. After this issue, The
Exponent will be looking for a
managing editor as well as
advertising salepeople,
writers, photographers and a
business manager.
Although our new editor
Ann Davidson is very
enthusiastic and eager to get
The Exponent rolling in top
form, she has the burden of
finding someone to sell ads to
keep the paper financially
stable; she is looking for a
business manager, a position
essential for the paper to
function; and a managing

Exponent Staff
Editor
Ann Davidson
Managing Editor
Cliff Beach
Business Manager
John Sneed
Production Manager
Andrew Tygielski
Staff Writers . .Thomas Dohm, Utica Garrison,
Twana Lee, Maureen McMyler, Dennis
Nichols, Gerald Peake, Jim Scates,
Mark Yerby
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Photographer
Layout Assistant
Proofreader
Typesettist
Advertising Design
Advertising Sales
Secretary
Circulation

Eric Shultz
Sheree Barnes
Melinda Yearwood
Marylyn Coffey
Claire Breithaupt
Suzi Smith
Dorseda Wegert
Glenn Wills

the tenter and do not necessarily reflect those of The
Exponent. Exponent offices arelocated in nsnn fill'It
of on-campus housing and can be reached hy t ailing
HU.i-titHUI or writing to The Exponent. University o/
Alabama in Huntscille. Huntscille Al. HStt99.

editor to handle putting out
the paper.
As anyone who is familiar
with The Exponent knows,
editors don't last long without
staff support. Having five
editors in the past year is
testimony to that.
Without a business manager
or ad salespeople, revenue is
difficult to bring in and
financial accounts are
floating in the air. When the
managing editor position is
vacant, stories get lost,
confused or missed entirely.
An Exponent editor might
be able to cover one of these
positions temporarily, but to
take up the slack in three or
four major areas is impossible.
Students expect a lot from a
campus paper. They scoff at
an incorrect story, shake their
heads at a typo or get upset
because something important

wasn't reported.These student
seem to want a professional
quality newspaper. And as
well they should. Campus
events are too important to be
left unreported.
Students should consider
who they elect to SGA offices,
in particular the Publications
Board. If you feel you have
talent, knowledge or ambition
that might be useful to the
paper, see if you can help.
Without support, ads get
misplaced, stories get lost,
students get burnt out on The
Exponent and empty corners
of white space appear.
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October 27

Dinner theatre holds auditions
The UAH Homecoming
Dinner Theatre committee
invites all UAH faculty, staff,
students and alumni to try out
in a talent audition Oct. 27 in
the Recital Hall of the UAH
Humanities Building beginning
at 1:30 p.m. Committee
members are forming a talent
pool of individuals or groups
made up of writers, composers,
dancers, comedians, and

singers from the UAH
community who are interested
in performing in the show.
The second annual UAH
Alumni Association sponsored
Homecoming Dinner Theatre
is tentatively scheduled for
Feb. 2 in the University Center
Ballroom. The UAH Dinner
Theatre consists of various
UAH individuals and groups
showcasing their talents in a

exponent 3

collegiate crossword

45-minute show before the
hockey game with Notre
Dame. The show will have a
theme and will be profes
sionally produced and
directed.
For an appointment and
more information, contact
Brett Beaird, UAH Alumni
Director at 895-6500 or Dr. Bob
James, UAH Dinner Theatre
director, at 895-6191.

IRS may hurt college sports funds
WASHINGTON, I).C.(CPS)A recent Internal Revenue
Service ruling has college
athletic directors huddling
with lawyers and tax
accountants to determine
whether contributions to their
programs are tax deductible
for the donors.
The ruling, moreover, could
wreck many college sports
programs' fundraising efforts.
Until recently, a contributor
could deduct the cost of his
"donation" to a college sports
department from his income
taxes.
Many college sports
programs, of course, used the
tax deduction as a lure for
contributions.
But now the IRS may have
spoiled the tactic. It recently
refused to grant a deduction to
an unnamed man who gave
$300 to a campus sports
department. The $300 gave the
donor the chance to buy

Trivial Pursuit
now available
in Game Room
by Tom Dahm
staff writer
Among the student services
at the new University Center
is the remodeled game room,
located across from the
University Bookstore.
The game room has
expanded to include more than
just pinball and video games;
the room now contains a
number of ping-pong and pool
tables. These games have
proven extremely popular,
drawing a regular crowd of
students.
Also available are a number
of boardgames, including old
classics such as chess,
backgammon and Scrabble,
as well as new additions like
Trivial Pursuit (the game has
the Baby Boomer and Silver
Screen expansion sets).
Ron Rolof, director of the
game room, says that he is
interested in suggestions for
new games. Two games. Risk
and Clue, will soon be added as
a result of student suggestions
All boardgames are
available free to any student
with a valid I.D.

season football tickets for
another $125.
"The IRS held that the only
way the donor could get this
privilege (of getting the season
tickets for $125) was by paying
$300," explains Ernest Acosta,
and IRS spokesman. "He paid
$300 for the right to buy tickets
not available to anyone else."
While Acosta admits the
case is a special situation, the
IRS says the fundraising ploy
is widespread.
Without the ploy, of course,
alumni would simply pay $450
for season tickets, but get no
tax break. Many athletic
directors worry their donors
will spend the money
elsewhere without it.
"It would be devastating to
our program if our donors were
not allowed a deduction," says
Wade Walker, University of
Oklahoma athletic director.
"Major institutions in our
situation depend on contribu
tions."
University officials are
examining the ruling to
determine its effect of OU's
contributors, Walker stresses.
University of Nebraska
athletic director Bob Devaney
declines to comment, but says
the university lawyers are
studying the ruling.
And Syracuse University
officials in New York also
hope the ruling won't
discourage donors.
"There may be some
individuals who withdraw
their support, but I hope not
completely," says athletic
director John Croughamel.
He assumes the ruling won't
apply to Syracuse contribu
tors, but "that doesn't mean
we won't be affected."
Acost of the IRS insists the
ruling isn't intended to affect
the athletic programs, only to
make contributors aware of
the law.
"If you make a charitable
contribution to anything you
must subtract from your
donation the value of
anything you get in exchange,"
he points out.
And, in the case of nontangible benefits such as
special privileges, donors
must evaluate or appraise the
value.
Otherwise, it's assumed
what you donated is the value

of what you got back in
return," he adds.
The officials questioned
agree the ruling is fairly
narrow, and it may be difficult
to determine which contribu
tions are tax deductible.
Moreover, different colleges
treat contributions differently.
Contributors to Ohio State
University become members
of a President's Club, which
includes donors to all areas of
the university, explains
Richard Bay, OSU athletic
director.
"Not all contributors have
or exercise a ticket priority,"
he says. "If a donor wishes to
purchase season tickets on a
priority basis, it's up to them.
But they don't have to exercise
that option."
Croughamel of Syracuse
agrees that "if your situation
is as described in the ruling, it
will apply. But ours is not like
that. A different set of
circumstances applies.

© Edward Julius

Collegiate CW83-21

ACROSS

<5 Pershing o r Patton
(abbr.)
1 Sulks
46 Siamese
6 Summer house
47 Baseball
12 Monopolies
abbreviation
14 Requiring immediate 48 "
f o r All
action
Seasons"
50 Baseball h a l l - o f 16 Like some
famer,
Wynn
voyages
52 Reddish-brown bird
17 Fencing r e t o r t
53 Figure of speech
18 Close t o
19 College major
55 Legal reversion of
property
21 Mr. Musial
57 Loosely-woven
22 "
nightingale
fabric
could s i n g . . . "
23 Washington o f f i c e
58 Regrets
24 Retirement account 59 Certain t e s t
(abbr.)
questions
25 Movie, in Mexico
60 Appraises
27 Word t h a t describes
itself
DOWN
28 "...amber waves of
"South
"
Certain seasoning
30 Entrust
32 Fanatic
The Beehive State
Hang
33 Choice
Performed a base
35 111
ball maneuver
38 Bladder stone
41 Canal and Lake
measles
Like the e a r t h ' s
42 Marshall, e . g .
imaginary
line
43 Ooze

8
9
10
11
12
13
15
20
26
27
28
29
31
32
34
35
36
37
39
40
42
44
46
49
51
52
54
56

Postal code
Selves
Brutish
Canadian province
s e c t i o n , in
math
Tightwad
Renter
Pertaining to an
uncle
Follow
Khartoum's r i v e r
College s u b j .
Hindu queens
8ackdrops
Hill in Jerusalem
camp
Entertain richly
Religious recluse
Mexican party Items
Of the earth
"
me every time"
Aspects
Liquid quantities
Very small
Names, in Nimes
French r i v e r
Sharpen
Aunt, in Acapulco
Price Waterhouse
employee

See solution on page 7.

High-tech courses to be offered at UAH
The UAH Division of
Continuing Education/Tech
nical Studies is offering two
new high-tech courses in the
upcoming weeks.
The first course, "Software
Quality Control," will expose
both the good and bad
practices in the software
development process and will
greatly assist anyone involved
with a quality program to
better understand the total
needs of this system being
developed.
Subject areas include an
examination of standards,
performance monitoring,
testing, and elements of a
software Q-A program. In
addition to a thorough
treatment of quality assu
rance, the subject of
independent verification and
validation (V&V) will also be
used frequently in compara
tive analysis.
Taught by consultant
Robert O. Lewis, the course
will be held Oct. 29 through
Nov. 2, from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.,
in Madison Hall Room 110.
The second course, "High
Energy Laser Technology—
Applications," is divided into
two parts with the first being

physical theory needed to
understand lasers, while the
second part is concerned with
the devices themselves.
Some subjects to be covered
are: summary of laser types
and strength-weakness; laser
configurations and design and
technology; theory of
operation; atmospheric
effects; pointing and tracking;
physics of kill-damage; and
military-civilian applications
of HEL. The course is designed

to give the student a
knowledge of current tech
nology in the field of high
energy lasers without
burdening him with rigorous
mathematical detail.
Taught by consultant Dr.
Thomas G. Miller, the course
will be held Nov. 26 through
Dec. 7, from 8 a.m.—noon, in
Madison Hall Room 222.
For further information call
the Continuing Education
Office at 895-6010.

Amnesty Internation plans
'Prisoners of Conscience'
The Huntsville Chapter of
Amnesty International will be
sponsoring a film on Nov. 1
entitled "Prisoners of
Conscience," and a national
speaker for Amnesty Inter
national, who will be giving a
lecture about what we can do
for prisoners of conscience.
Students, faculty, and staff
are invited.
"Prisoners of Conscience"
explores the agony of men and
women imprisoned through
out the world, for no violent

crime, but rather for their
political or religious beliefs, or
because of their racial
identity.
The event will begin at 6:30
'C
with a covered dish supper,
followed by the film, lecture
and discussion. Sponsored by
Amnesty International and by
the Huntsville Chapter of
Church Women United, the
event will occur at the Church
of the "Nativity, 208 Eustis
Street, in Ridley Hall.
Call 536-2408 for more
information.
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Exponent/University Bookstore

College Football '84

CONTEST!
The WEEK FIVE winner of the Exponent/University
Bookstore Football Contest was DARRYL RHODES of
Huntsvllle. Rhodes correctly selected 12 of 16 winning
teams, one better than the three entries tied for second place
with five incorrect selections. The winning entry missed the
Auburn and Tulane victories Saturday night as well as the
two games that ended in ties.
Interestingly, nearly 70 percent of the entries chose Penn
State over the Tide, a costly selection by the fair-weather
Albama faithful.
Rhodes will receive a University of Alabama in Huntsvllle
sweatshirt courtesy of the University Bookstore and will be
eligible for the post-season GRAND PRIZE DRAWING.
(Sorry, we didn't have room to list the prizes this week.
and there wasn't room lor the contest rules, either. Just use common
sense, and rest assured that the prizes are indeed great ones!)

WEEK SIX
GAMES OF OCTOBER 20

Home
Team
Tennessee
Auburn
Georgia
Kentucky
Mississippi

Memphis State
Texas
Texas A&M
Rice
North Carolina
Virginia
Miami
Notre Dame
West Virginia
Iowa
Florida State

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visitor
Alabama
Georgia Tech
Vanderbilt
Louisiana State
Southern Miss.
Mississippi St.
Arkansas
Baylor
Texas Tech

Tie

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Carolina StD
Wake Forest
Pittsburgh
South Carolina
Boston College
Michigan
Tulane

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TIE-BREAKER: Predict the total number
ol points scored in the Miami-Pittsburgh game

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE

Bring in This coupon And Save

Rain Parade explodes with new sound
by Utica Garrison
features/entertainment editor
Psychedelia fans take note:
the Rain Parade's new EP
may be rooted in the 60's, but
there's enough of the 80's in
their music to keep them from
being just another rehashed
hippy band.
"Explosions in the Glass
Palace" is their new record,
and if psychedelia could go
pop, this is what it would
sound like.

by Twana Lee
staff writer
Twana's note: A new feature
has been added to the
Exponent'8 album review
column. This feature is for
those who are unable to
appreciate the complexities of
punk and other obscure
records critiqued in this
column. For those who enjoy
music countdowns, hours of
radio listening and all the
hottest new pop groups, our
new format is sure to please.
The first hot pop pick hails
from a performer who has
been in the music business for

Delta Sigma Theta began in
1913 at Howard University.
The founders envisioned an
organization of college women
pledged to serious endeavor
and community service.
These youthful students
demonstrated a vital concern
for social welfare, academic
excellence, and cultural
enrichment, de-emphasizing
the social side of sorority life.
Their ideas of scholarship and
service have withstood the test
of time, and today Delta
Sigma Theta is a public
service organization, dedi
cated to a program of sharing
membership skills and
organizational services in the

insurance Plans Accepted

public interest.
The UAH based chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority is
in the process of seeking new
members for Fall Membership
Intake. All interested young
ladies should contact the

'Album supplied courtesy
Underground Records)

of

£

All interested students,
including undecided engi
neering majors and chemical
engineering majors, are
invited to hear Griskey discuss
the chemical engineering
curriculum and profession,
and the engineering school's
accreditation. This is an
excellent opportunity to meet
the Dean, other chemical
^engineering professors and
wjchemical engineering stu%dents, as well as to join AICHE.
•a.
KRefreshments
will be served at
R
^the
th meeting.

I

^ Oct. 30-

WEDNESDAY

25< BEER, 5 in 1 DRINKS
HOT T-SHIRT CONTEST $100 1st Prize
BEER & 5 in 1 DRINKS
CARIBBEAN QUEEN CONTEST

Ladies Compete lof Roses. Champagne b A Free Chauffeur Driven Night On The Town

pjy[)AY

Compliments of The Metro

35C BEER TIL 8:00 & 2 in 1 DRINKS ALL NIGHT
WILDEST WEEKEND PARTY IN TOWN

35C BEER TIL 8:00 & 2 in 1 DRINKS ALL NIGHT
WILDEST WEEKEND PARTY IN TOWN CONTINUES!

SUNDAY

25< BEER & 3 in 1 DRINKS
$3,000 ULTIMATE UP SINGING

I

following persons as soon as
possible for additional
information: Gari Mitchell,
883-8665, or Arth urine
Shackleford, 606-E South
Loop Road, UAH on-campus
housing, 830-2494.

Dr. Richard Griskey, Dean
of the School of Engineering,
is to speak at a membership
drive meeting of UAH's
student chapter of AICHE
(American Institute of
Chemical Engineers). The
meeting will be held Monday
evening, Oct. 22, at 6:00 p.m. in
Room 329 of Madison Hall.

SATURDAY

m

Eddie Grant's smash hit
"Electric Avenue," and
provide a beat to make the
stiffest person want to move.
The raspy croons of Tina
Turner on "Tonight" suggest
another hit single for Bowie's
album.
Bowie has only two solo
compositions on his new
album — the hit single
expressing his feelings for a
girl named "Blue Jean" and
"Loving the Alien," in which
Bowie discloses his views on
religion and history.

Griskey to speak to AICHE

5
THURSDAY
§
35C

complete optical Service
Madison square 830-5500
906 Memorial Parkway N.W. 534-7815
Open All Day Saturday

a long time.
David Bowie's latest
album, "Tonight," was
denounced by one reviewer as
being "more of a stopgap than
a startling new burst of
creativity from rock's longestrunning stylistic innovator."
"Tonight" may not be in
sync with Bowie's former
albums but it is up to par with
the boogie beat of today's
music.
Two factors make "Tonight"
a success as a pop album. The
reggae sound on "Don't Look
Down," and the title song
"Tonight" bring to mind

Delta Sigma Theta seeks members

I

I Royal Optical!

'Album supplied for review courtesy of
Underground Records.)

'Tonight' up to par with today's music

50% Off
Frames I
I
Choose any style from our entire frame selection including
Halston, Pierre Cardln and Yves St. Laurent. Then take 50% off the
regular price Offer good with this couoon and student I faculty
identification when ordering a complete pair of prescription
glasses only Broken glasses replaced or repaired at no
charge for one year. No other discounts apply

vocals make "Prisoners"
another haunting song.
Acoustic guitar and vocals
only introduce "Broken
Horse," a song whose
arrangement brings Syd
Barrett (formerly of Pink
Floyd) to mind.
A reverberating, Arabiansounding guitar and a violin
distinguishes "No Easy Way
Down."

The first cut, "You Are My
Friend," is about how petty
differences can kill a
friendship. Instead of the
usual mournful sentiments
concerning good relationships
gone bad, the song is
optimistic and upbeat, with an
almost country twang.
"Blue" also has a buoyant
sound, though the subject
matter—the loss of a girl—is
again melancholy.
Slide guitar and echoing

*150 I si Prize. Grand Prize *1.500

115 Clinton Ave

Info Une 536-3711

Sj color analysis
The University Career
S
^ Planning and Placement

s

* Office (CPPO) is pleased to
® provide coeds with the unique
a
-a
X..
oKnllt.
opportunity
to learn about
color analysis and its impact
on your personal appearance
at no charge, on Tuesday, Oct.
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
30 Irom
for this on* To register
r<
"
call the
3 campus presentation,
_
« Career Planning and PlaceSj ment Office at 895-6612 before
Oct. 29.

I
I
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Scholarships given for Pep Band
Did you know that members
of the UAH Pep Band are
awarded scholarship money
for their participation? That's
right, while making friends
and supporting UAH athletics
you can also earn money
toward your educational costs
at UAH. Auditions for this
season's pep band will be held
on Oct. 18 and 19 at 8 p.m. in
the Humanities Building
Recital Hall. Trumpet players
are especially needed this
year.
Most members are working

at outside jobs as well as
attending UAH, and very few
are music majors or minors.
You will never be required to
miss any classes for
rehearsals or performances.
The UAH Pep Band has
developed a tradition of
excellence which has led to its
being described as "the best
ongoing pep band in the state
of Alabama."
It has received invitations to
perform at professional
athletic events from so far
away as Kansas City,

Student Stomach

Pizza-nutritional junk food
by Gerald Peake
staff writer

(DEDICATED TO 'MOM')
In today's column I have a
recipe for one of America's
favorite meals, lunch, and the
recipe is for one of the all-time
great lunches, pizza.
Pizza is considered one of
today's truly nutritional junk
foods. When eaten on a thin
crust, pizza is not only a goodtasting meal, but can include
all of the four basic food
groups.
This recipe is a basic one from
Pizza Burgers which gives
you hot, delicious, individual
sized pizzas without messing
with sticky dough or things
like that. This recipe can be
customized to suit your
personal tastes by adding or
subtracting ingredients.
PIZZA SANDWICHES
4 thick slices of French bread
...or...
2 hamburger buns
1 can (4 oz.) tomato sauce

1 medium pkg. (4 oz.) shredded
pizza cheese
1/2 lb. pepperoni, sliced
Lightly toast and butter
bread or buns. Spread the
sauce evenly on top of the
buns. Arrange pepperoni
slices on top of sauce. Cover
each bun thoroughly with
cheese. Heat in oven at 450 for
nine minutes or until cheese
melts. Serve with salad,
pickles, or whatever you enjoy
with pizza.
Now, as I said previously,
you can top these with
whatever topping turns you
on. Just recently I had the
opportunity to eat pizza at
Pizza Inn with some friends of
mine, where we enjoyed a BarB-Que Pizza. Personally, I
liked the pizza, but then I like
pizza no matter what is on it.
Next week I will review a few
of the new restaurants in the
Madison Square Mall and see
which ones are really that
good. See you next week,
'Mom'.

AED to meet Oct. 19
Alpha Epsilon Delta (AED),
the honorary pre-health
professional organization on
campus, has a meeting set for
Friday, Oct. 19, at 4 p.m. in
Room 127 of the University
Center.
The Kaplan MCAT study
I I I|1 I 1 I

m
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course, an upcoming trip to a
medical school, and a fall
membership drive will be
discussed. All potential new
members are invited to attend.
For more information, call
Joey Farquhar at 772-9920.
TTT
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1910 Sparkmon Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805

OFFSET PRINTING
* 4 COLOR PROCESS
* MULTI-COLOR PRINTING
* TYPESETTING/LAYOUT

mmm
ill

PMT s* Newsletters*Books• Letterheads
Envelopes*Business Cards*Brochures
For ALL Your Printing Needs
QUICK COPY

(205) 830-4653

3PYS
From Camera Ready Copy

3228 Bob Wallace Ave
Huntsville AL 35805

Missouri, and has distin
guished itself on campus by
winning last year's annual
UAH spirit award over all
other student organizations.
Even if you haven't played in
years, blow the dust off that
horn and attend either (or
both) audition sessions.
Find out why the Pep Band
is the place to be.

Pep Band
hold tryouts
Auditions for the 1984/85
UAH Pep Band will take place
tonight and tommorrow night
at 8:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall
of the Humanities Building.
Scholarships are available
and no prior experience is
necessary.
Trumpet/cornet
players are especially needed.
Questions should be directed
to Tim Griffin at 895-6700.

exponent 5

Alternative Film Series
to show the classics
The new Alternative Film
Series will premier this week
with "The Gold Rush," a
classic Charlie Chaplin movie.
A mixture of comedy and
tragedy, the film
features
Chaplin as a lone prospector
in the Yukon Territory.
The Alternative Film Series,
which is intended as a
supplement to the regular
SGA Film Series, will feature
classic American and foreign
films each Thursday at 8:15
p.m. in the University Center.
The SGA Film Series will
continue to show popular
recent movies each Friday and
Saturday night.
Other films to be shown by
the AFS this quarter are "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
starring Charles Laughton;

"W
....

Uf,

I'fi

Renoir's "Rules of the Game,"
and Orson Welles' "The
Magnificent Ambersons."
According to Tom Dahm,
assistant director of the AFS,
th purpose of the new series is
to bring films to UAH which
might not ordinarily be
shown.
"We realize that we're not
going to draw as many people
as the regular film series," he
said, "but we hope to build a
regular audience over the next
year."
The AlternativeSeries plans
to conduct a number of
audience surveys this quarter
to help select future films.
Among the films being
considered for the winter
quarter are "All Quiet on the
Western Front," "Metropolis,"
and John Ford's "Stagecoach."
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DE A ROAD SCHOLAR
RENT FROM NATIONAL
Get away and get a free T-shirt.

Getting away this weekend may be easier, more fun, and less
expensive than you think.
That's because National rents to 18-year-olds, and gives you
clean, sporty cars at low prices. Absolutely no mileage charge.
And now a free Road Scholar T-shirt will help make your week
end a great getaway. \
You can rent at any of the National locations below. All you
need is a valid student ID and driver's license. Use a major credit
card or submit a cash qualifying application 24 hours prior to
rental. You pay for gas and return the car to the renting location.
T-shirt offer good while supplies last

You deserve
National
attention.»

Rate available
from noon
Thursday to
II :30 p.m.
Monday
Certain daily
minimums
apply Ask (or

Non-discountable rate
to thu or similar size car
and a suffer1 to change uithout notice
Specific can subject to acathibihry

details.

(205) 536-9428

Huntsville Jetport 772-9836
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Soccer team's record sits at 6-1
The UAH soccer team
posted a 2-1 victory over Berry
College and a 7-0 blanking of
Elon to lift their record to 6-1-0
for the year.
Both games were played at
Berry College Friday and
Saturday afternoon as part of
a tournament hosted by Berry.
Emmanuel Awaitan dribbled
through five
defenders and
slipped the ball past the keeper
for the winning goal against

Berry with less than two
minutes remaining. Louis
Isima led the Chargers in the
tournament with four goals
followed by Awaitan with
three and Idika Aku, and Jim
Rennie with one goal each.
UAH will host their own
tournament this Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 19 and 20, with
Berry, Belhaven, and
Northeast Louisiana as the

LARRY SAVAGE,

three teams to beat.
"Louisiana is Division I,"
said UAH goalkeeper Dave
Glassman, "and we have to
beat Belhaven because they
are in our area and in our way
to a national tournament. This
will be the best tournament
that we have ever hosted."
Friday and Saturday games
start at the UAH soccer field at
1 p.m.

"Your Regional Chevy Headquarters'
I
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College Grad Leasing Program
No Credit Requirements
Make First Month Payment and
Security Deposit
5 yr. 50,000 mile warranty

84-85 Chevettes at $99.00 mon.*
84-85 Camaro at $140.00 mon.*
84-85 S-10 Pickup at $110.00 mon.*
84-85 Corvette at $399.00 mon.**

Ben Cring 539-6000, Larry Savage Chevrolet
*48 mon. lease plus frt., options, taxes, tag, title
"60 mon. lease plus frt,options, taxes, tag, title

Louis Isima attempts to place a header past goalkeeper
Dave Glassman as the Chargers prepare for the weekend

Intramural football scores
These are the UAH Intramural
Sunday, October 14, 1984.
Smurfs
26
Reo-La's
win
Pikes
21
Brothers
18
BSU (men)
19
Delta Chi
13
BSU Titans
26
KD's
13

football scores from this past
Underdogs
Knights
Bladerunners
Vols
Taus
Blue leers
Chi-Omega
DZ's

0
...forfeit
0
12
12
7
6
12

Sponsored by your Student Government Association
For more information contact the SGA office at 895-6428.

UAH Concerts and the Fret Shop Present:
Jerry Tachoir and Van Manakas
(Grammy nominated Jazz Duo)

Friday Oct. 19, 8:00 p.m.
in the University Center Cafeteria
UAH Students FREE
Cabaret Presents:
Trains and Trouble, a blues combo
Friday, Oct. 18, 9:30 p.m.
in the University Center Cafeteria"
UAH Students FREE

I
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Business Club

Raffle, party top agenda

ATOs plan Halloween parly Crossword
Solution
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO). in

Club. Tickets are one dollar

cooperation

Childer's

There will be a $2.00 cover

staff writer

and

Distributing Co., is pleased to

charge and 25 cent beverages

The Business Club held its
regular

meeting

in

the

football

tickets

spending

$100

announce their eighth annual

will be sold with all proceeds

Proceeds

Halloween Party to benefit the

going to the United Way.

United Way.

wzrsjTArsjr/A

and

money.

University Center on Oct. 10.

from this raffle will support

President

the UAH Scholarship Fund

Toby

Morgan

opened the meeting with a

with

"Rock to Riches" competition.

by Gerald T. Pea be

the prize includes two

and the Business Club.

The party will begin at 8:00
Saturday,

Nov.

Fraternal

Order

discussion of the Halloween

On closing. Toby Morgan

Party on Oct. 27. The party is a

announced that John Gamble.

Lodge

costumed one and will be held

Personnel

at

entertainment

be

provided

Director

at the Regency Inn from 8:00

Teledyne

p.m. until 1:00 a.m. Admission

visiting the campus on Oct. 18

Brown

will

is free but there will be a

in Room 146 of the University

charge for drinks. Door prizes

(•enter at 1:.'10 p.m. Gamble

will be awarded and there is a

will discuss Teledyne Brown

rumor that one of these will be

and

a case of Coor's.
Also

what

it

expects

was

the

from

employment at the plant.

Alabama-

The next meeting of the

Auburn ticket raffle which is

Business Club will be Oct. .'51

progress

on

the

being held by

the

Alumni

Association and the Business

at 12:15 in Room 146 of the
Center.

CLASSIFIEDS
Is it true you can buy
Jeeps for $44 through

Female Model Needed by
Artist and Photographer
No experience necessary
Call 53S-5553 evenings

the U S Gov t? Gel
the facts today! Call 1-312742-1142 Ext 243

Need typing services'
S2.00 per page

Professional Typist
Self-correcting Selectnc
Low Rates

Term papers, dissertations,
thesis, resumes, etc Call 8528592 after 4:30 pm

Call Bonnie 772-3636

Wanted:

For Sale:
Mercury Marquis '76

People interested in concerts.
Join the SGA Concerts Committee

$350.00
Call: 881 -9555

ANTENNA ENGINEERING HAND800K, 2 e
edited by Richard C.Johnson
and Henry Jasik
$95.00
Now vastlyrevised. updated.and expanded tocover
the many recent advances in antenna engineering
this giant Handbook providesessential principles.
methods, anddata to help solve a wide range ot
problems in antennadesign and application Each ol
the 42chapters—ot which f 5 are brandnew — has
been writtenby oneor more experts in the various

by

"
—
JjSi

_

fields After reviewing basic concepts, the Handbook
defines parameters, discussesarrays of discrete
elements, andcovers all the primary types of
antennas currentlyin use. Entirely new chaptershave
been addedon smallantennas, micro-stnp antennas,
frequency-scan antennas,conformal andlow-profile
arrays, adaptive arrays,and phased arrays
McGRAW-HILL ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF ENGINEERING
by the staff of the McGrev.- . encyclopedia of
Science & Technology
$68.50
The theory and practice. :he s?«c - zation and
interdependence, of every ~.c,0' engineering
discipline civil, design, electrical,mdustnal.
mechanical, metallurgical,mining, nuclear,
petroleum, andproduction Plus helpfulbackground
on the principlesof power, work,kinetics,
thermodynamic cycles, induction, reaction, torque,
and staticsthat underlie all engineeringsciences SI
units throughout, often with Customary or metric
equivalents

s iMLK\T*
fitJ

— paper, fiberboard. plastics, glass, metal, wood,
films, and foils — withclear explanations of their
physical andchemical properties

Need help'.'
Call Pregnancy
S."i2-tiOI I

be

"24-Karat,"
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MARK AND SCOTT ARE INVITING UAH
STUDENTS TO FILL OUT FULL OR PART
TIME JOB APPLICATIONS. APPLY WITHIN,
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY, FROM
2:00 UNTIL 5:00.
REMEMBER, ONLY NEAT, ENERGETIC AND
RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE NEED APPLY.
WE ARE WILLING TO TRAIN!

HANDBOOK OF BATTERIES AND FUEL CELLS
by DavidLinden
S75.00
Covering the properties and performance
characteristics of all types of electric batteriesand fuel
cells, thisguide offers detailed informationon the
construction, performance characteristics, and
application of majorpower sources currently
manufactured An appendix contains key terms,
commercial standards, manufacturers, and
bibliographies

HANDBOOK OF PACKAGE ENGINEERING. 2 •
by JosephL.Hanlon
$59.50
Now updated to cover all importantrecent
developments inpackaging, this definitive Handbook
is today smost regarded reference on package
engineering The Handbook is a systematic,
comprehensive guideto the most effectivesolution for
just about any packaging problem — from packaging
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics to cratingindustrial
equipment andbulk materials Objective appraisals
are provided for all themost frequentlyused materials

will

Live

Boon •••• Hcjnnn
HcociBOHn Banninn

MARK PIGG—GENERAL MANAGER
SCOTT PRALLEY—MANAGER

$69.50

Handy device-selection charts enable designers to
compare different ICswithin the same family inorder
to choose themost suitable device Recommended
circuit configurations point the way to themost
practical andcost-effective solutions to frequently
encountered design problems Eachchapter focuses
on a different family ofICs. sothat pertinent
information onparticular IC requirements canbe
found quickly and easily.

Police
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EL CHICO IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE
ARRIVAL OF ITS NEW MANAGEMENT TEAM:

COMPOSITE MATERIALS HANDBOOK
by MelSchwartz
$59.50
Here for the first time is the mostcurrent and
comprehensive book writtenon composite materials
— from tennis rackets to the Space Shuttle The book
presents alogical progression of thesubject material
in well-organized chapters whichdiscuss fabrication
of composite materials, automatedfabrication
methods, composite designs and jointcriteria,
properties and quality assurance

I
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3777 University Drive
Huntsville. Alabama 35805 Phone: 533-5571

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRIC
POWER CALCULATIONS
by Arthur Sekfman. Haroun Mahroin,
and Tyler G. Hick*
S41.SO
This handbook includes greatlyexpanded coverage
of calculations that are specificto the solution of
electric power problems Tested and proven
procedures rangefrom calculating motorefficiency
power output, and fuelcosts, to selecting a grounding
system, determining dynamic stability limitsfor a
power system, and designinga lightingsystem

n

of
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ri
Mexican
JDlVIjlCU Restuarant

FOR...
ENGINEERING
HANDBOOKS
^
»
>
>

at

Lodge Rd.

Contact the SGA office: 895-6428

YOUR ONE

DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
by Arthur B. Williams

on

J,

winner of the national Miller

graduating students seeking

discussed

exponent 7

t HANDBOOK OF SYNFUELS
f TECHNOLOGY
fc by Robert A.Meyers
$89 50
|Timely and authoritative, this handbook discusses
Ieach of the synfuets technologiespresently in
production or at pilot or demonstration plant scale m
W* the maior countries of the Western world Covered are
* the latest developmentsin coal liquefaction.
production of liquid fuels from coai-denved synthesis
gas. coalgasification, shale oil and oilfrom sand

J

STANOARD HANDBOOK FOR
CIVIL ENGINEERS
Third Edition
by Frederick S. Merritt
S83.40
A classic m its fiekJ. thispractical referenceguide to
civil engineering provides the mostimportant
numerical anddescriptive data m such areas as
bridge, highway, railroad,tunnel, andharbor
construction This vastly revisedthird editionincludes
timely informationon newconcepts, methods, and
recommended practices

EL CHICO IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

The
University
Bookstore
Now Featuring:
10% or MORE off
Publishers List Price
on ALL McGraw Hill
Engineering
Handbooks!
Monday
Tues-Fri

895-6600

9-6
9-5

GRAND OPENING
Prices in this ad good only while current supply lasts. Prices
subject to change without notice. Hurry, quantities are limited.

Technics 60-Watt
3-Way Speakers

Sharp RT-100 Stereo Cassette
Deck with Dolby Noise Reduction

SHARP

You'll get excellent recordings everytime with this super cassette buy from Sharp. It features
Dolby noise reduction LED peak meters, and metal tape capability. Great buy1

59.95

Get clean, wide-open sound from these
excellent speakers by Technics. Their
bass-reflex design gives you smooth, fullrange music reproduction. 10" woofer.
4" midrange. and 3" tweeter.

59.95 ea.

List Price 150.0(1

List Price 150.00

SONY
Technics Semi
Automatic Turntable
Sony STR-VX350 Direct
Access AM/FM Stereo Receiver

~

^

Now at our lowest price ever! A keypad and digital display have replaced the traditional knob
and tuning dial on this new 30-watt stereo receiver from Sony. You can punch up your favorite
station or store up tc 10 AM or FM stations in memory. Exclusive Direct Comparator circuitry
for exceptionally quiet FM reception. Don't miss this great buy'

199.95

W

1

A great low-priced turntable from
Technics, known for reliability and perfor
mance. It features advanced low-mass
tonearm for precise tracking, convenient
front mounted controls,, and auto shut-off
at the end of the record. Comes with
magnetic cartridge. Replace your old
turntable now!

99.95

List Price 300.00

Ill

List Price 180.00

OFF/VOLUME
TONE
FULL AUTOl
REVERSE |

Pioneer KPA-500 AM/FM Stereo Cassette Player/
This great radio features the Supertuner III which offers amazing FM reception whether your
driving in the city or on the road! You also get 5 station presets, separate bass and treble
loudness and music search. Universal chassis fits almost any car1

149.95

PIONEER
TS-1030 4"
Dual Cone Speakers

TS-M2
Component Tweeters
Tune-up speakers install in minutes and
are designed to bring out the highs in
your car stereo system A fantastic buy!
List Price 60.00

Great car stereo for years to come! Sensitive AM/FM tuner, metal tape capability, high power
amplifier, and auto reverse are all yours at a very affordable price. And the universal design
means installation in almost any car is a breeze!
List Price 139.95

YOUR
CHOICE!

These great speakers are compact and fit
easily into tight spaces. They handle 30
watts and put out a tremendous sound for
their size!

29.95 pr.

Sanyo FT-U12 AM/FM
Stereo Car Cassette with Auto Reverse

73.33

List Price 249.95

TUNING
BALANCE

Sony MDR-20
Lightweight Headphones
Get ready for an amazing listening ex
perience with these economical
lightweight headphones from Sony! They
weigh less than 2 ounces and will give
you hours of fatique free listening And
the sound they provide must be heard to
be believed Complete with 2-way plug
for home or personal stereos

14.95

List Price 21.95

Long's Electronics
•North Memorial Parkway next to Handy City*Open Mon. thru Sat. 10 AM 'til 8 PM
URH / 0-17-84-

